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ATTEMPTS AT AXIOMATIC DESCRIPTION 
OF CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE 
MILAN STUDENY 
This paper concerns the problem of characterization of conditional-independence relations 
(the abbreviation CIR) which arises in connection with probabilistic expert systems. The first 
two sections contain some lately found properties (axioms) of CIRs; the rest of the paper is 
a proposal for a proper generalization of the concept of CIR. Since it is defined by means of the 
concept of multiinformation it is called the M-relation. Some advantages of the M-relations are 
discussed. Some questions are still open, we express our hypotheses through the paper. The paper 
is a survey only, the extended version with proofs will be published later. 
1. PROBLEM OF CHARACTERIZATION OF CIRs 
Throughout the paper we shall assume the following situation. A finite nonempty 
collection of finite sets Xti i e N with card Xt _ 2 is given. We shall deal with prob-
ability measures on[~[X£ (or equivalently with collections of random variables <jf(, 
ieN 
i £ N where ^ takes values from Xt). Note that we shall often restrict ourselves 
to strictly positive measures. If A, B c N are nonempty and disjoint and P is a me-
asure on Y[%i>tnen PA denotes its marginal on W %i a n ^ ?A\B the conditional prob-
ieN ieA 
ability on ("Jxj with respect to W^i-
ieA ieB 
For any probability measure P on [ jx , - and nonempty and disjoint A, B, C <= N 
ieN 
we say that A and B are independent under condition C (the notation is IP(A; B | C)) 
iffP4|BuC = PA\C or equivalently PB\AKJC — ?B\C- For equivalent definitions see [3]. 
The definition can be extended for empty sets: IP(A; B | 0) means that PAuB is the 
product of PA and PB. If A = 0 or B = 0, then IP(A; B | C) holds by convention. 
Given arbitrary probability measure P on f| X£ we have introduced the relation 
ieN 
Ip('; ' | •). on triplets [A, B, C] where A, B, C are pairwise disjoint subsets of N. 
This relation is called the CIR corresponding to P (conditional-independence relation). 
If it will not cause confusion we shall use l(A; B | C) instead of IP(A; B j C). 
An analogous definition was in [3] where five properties (axioms) of CIRs were 
formulated. Note that all sets A, B, C, D in the following formulations are supposed 
to be disjoint. The first axiom is the symmetry: 
(A.l) l(A;B\C)ol(B;A\C) 
Three other axioms can be integrated into the following one: 
(A. 2) I(A; B u C | D) o [l(A; B | C u D) &l(A; C | D)] 
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These two axioms hold without the assumption of strict positivity of the measure 
unlike the next axiom which holds for strictly positive measures only: 
(P.l) [I(A; B | C u D) &I(A; C \ B u D)] => l(A; B u C | D) 
Pearl [3] expressed the completeness conjecture, i.e. he believed that these properties 
of a ternary relation I imply that I coincides with the CIR corresponding to some 
strictly positive measure. This conjecture was disproved and a further independent 
axiom (A. 3) was found in [5]: 
(A 1) \^A; BI c u D) & / ( C ; D IA) & / ( C ; DIB) & / ( ^ ; B\(N<> 
' 1<^[ /(C; D\AuB) &I(A; B | C) &I(A; B \ D) &I(C; D | 0)] 
Nevertheless, the problem of characterization of CIRs (i.e. finding of "all" prop-
erties of CIRs) seems to be significant in the probabilistic expert system theory. 
To illustrate it let us mention the intensional expert system INES (cf. [4]). According 
to this approach, the knowledge base of an expert system is modelled by a multi-
dimensional probability measure, while pieces of partial knowledge obtained from 
experts are described by means of less-dimensional probability measures which 
should be marginals of the mentioned multidimensional one. Usually it is impossible 
to store the multidimensional measure in a memory of a computer. This handicap 
is removed by the help of so-called DSS-approximations which correspond to making 
some variables (symptoms) conditionally independent. The choice of the DSS-
approximation in INES is made from a certain information-theoretical point of view. 
The solution of our problem would enable us possible some improvement. Since 
the notion of conditional independence (or dependence) is easy to interpret we would 
be able to determine the proper structure of dependences and independences di-
rectly by asking experts. By means of the solution of the problem we would be able 
to decide whether the statements of various experts are contradictory or whether 
there exists a probabilistic model (i.e. there exists a CIR having prescribed dependen-
ces and independences). 
2. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF CIRs 
Our further investigation detected another independent property of CIRs that 
concerns strictly positive measures: 
(j> 2, r
7 ^ 5 B I C U °) & / ( ^ ; B I C) & / ^ ; B I °) & 1 => YT(A- B\ti\& HC' D I 0Y1 ( R 2 ) [&/(C; D | A u B)&I(C; D \ A) &l(C; D | B)\^^At B ' 0 ) & / ( C ' ° ' 0 ) J 
Moreover, a special property in a binary case (i.e. card X( = 2) was found: (A, B, 
C are singletons here) 
(B.l) [I(A;B\C)&l(A;B\0j]=>[l(A;Bv C\<J)) or l(B; A u C | 0)] 
Let us mention two papers indirectly concerning the mentioned problem. It is 
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shown in [2] that the "unconditional" — independence relations (i.e. the CIRs 
restricted to empty conditions: l(A; B | 0)) can be characterized by three axioms 
which are more or less deducible from (A.l) — (A.2). It is shown in [1] that in a case 
of infinite N it can happen that some CIR is not axiomatizable, i.e. the particular 
CIR corresponding to a certain probability measure cannot be determined by a finite 
or recursive system of axioms. 
3. WHY TO TRY TO GENERALIZE THE CONCEPT OF CIR? 
This section contains motivation remarks only and can be skipped. We shall 
mention some (subjective) reasons for a proper generalization of the concept of CIR. 
The first reason is that we have found too many properties of CIRs. We would 
like to integrate them, i.e. to show that they are deducible from a more general 
axiom. 
Now, let us consider a situation when the actual probability measure P on f ] X( 
ieN 
is unknown. If we know that sets A, B are independent under a set C we can consider 
only such measures P for which IP(A; B | C). Unfortunately, there is no simple 
analogical way how to express the stochastical independence of three sets A, B, C 
under condition of the fourth set D. Using probability measure it can be defined by 
the following symmetric expression: 
pAvBuCuD __ pAvD pBvD pCuDlpD pD 
Certainly, it can be expressed by means of the CIR, as for example: 
IP(A u B; C | D) 8cIp(A; B\D). 
But, there is no simultaneously symmetric and non-redundant expression by means 
of CIR. Moreover, always at least two demands must be taken. 
4. MULTIINFORMATION 
Our proposal for a proper generalization of CIRs is defined by means of the 
concept of multiinformation; therefore it is called M-relation. Now we give the 
definition of the concept of multiinformation. Let P be a probability measure on 
Yi^i and A <= N be nonempty. The multiinformation of PA is its relative entropy 
ieN 
with respect to the product of its one-dimensional marginals: 
M(PA) = H(PA, f l P{i]) where H(Q, R) = J In (dQ/dR) dQ for Q <$ R . 
ieA 
Having fixed probability measure P we can consider the multiinformation as 
a function defined on exp N: 
Im[A] = M(P
A) for A nonempty , Im[0] = 0 . 
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If we want to emphasize that Im corresponds to some P we shall use the upper index: 
i m . It is shown in [5] that each Im satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) if card A = 1 , then Im[A] = 0 
(2) if A, B c N , then Im[A u B] + Im[A n B] = Im[A] + Im[B] 
(3) if A cz B , then Im[A] = Im[B] . 
Moreover, for a fixed measure P and disjoint A, B, C c N the IP(A; B | C) holds 
iff I^ satisfies: 
(4) Im[A u B u C] + Im[C] = Im[A u C] + I
P[B u C] 
Nevertheless, we don't know whether (1) — (3) characterize all possible multiinforma-
tion-functions. 
5. M-ODERING 
The "domain" of M-relation will be determined by means of M-ordering. In this 
section we shall deal with systems of subsets of N for which this ordering will be 
introduced. As we shall consider even such situations when one set "iterates" in 
a system several times, we shall describe these systems by means of mappings from 
exp N into N (denoting the set of nonnegative integers). 
A mapping s4: expN —> f̂J with values 0 and 1 only corresponds to the following 
system 
{S e exp N ; sf(S) = 1} . 
Generally, the value s4(S) has significance of multiplicity of S. Besides the ordinary 
operation s/ + & we shall use the intersection with a subset of N. Thus, given 
•stf: exp N -> N, V cz N we define (sd A V): exp. N -> N as follows 
(s4 A V) (S) = £ sf(f) if S czV, (stf A V) (S) = 0 otherwise . 
T;S = TnV 
Finally, for S <= N we define Ss: exp N -> {0, 1} by 5S(S) = 1 and <5S(T) = 0 whenever 
T+ S. 
Let us denote by $ the class of all probability measures on \\ Xt. Supposing 





The introduced relation «< is an ordering with respect to the equivalence: 
s4 K, ® iff s4(S) = @(S) whenever card S = 2 . 
Thus, we can restrict ourselves to mappings s/: °U —> N where °U = {S cz N; 
card S ^ 2). Let us mention some basic properties: 
(5) sJ < M and <g < 9 implies sJ + % < ® + 9 
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(6) a* + <€ < 0$ + <€ implies st < ® 
(7) st <; ® implies st < ®; especially 0 < <$ for all 
(8) st < & , V c N implies (st A V) < (a A V) 
Example 1. Taking N -= {a, b,c,d), st = <5{fl,c>fl} + <5{6iCjd}, i 
+ ^{c,d} it follows from (2) that st < @. 
'{a,Ъ,c,ă} + 
в
Q / -'A f.a ґř 
j Ъ W 
Fig. 1. 
For special purposes we can consider a smaller class instead of <P. For example 
we can take a class <Pt of all probability measures having fixed strictly positive one-
dimensional marginals. Generally, such ordering can depend on the choice of the 
class. Nevertheless, we have proved that the ordering for the class of all strictly 
positive measures is the same as for $. There is a conjecture that having fixed Xh 
i e N, the ordering for $ is the same as for <Pt. 
6. STRONG M-ORDERING 
In case of st such that £ st(S) ^ 2 the relation st < M can be characterized 
as follows. If st = <5S, S e W, then st < M iff J'(S') ^ 1 for some S' 3 S. If J / = 
= <5S + <5r, S, Te W, st < £%, then one of the following three possibilities occurs: 
a) J'(S') ^ 1 & J>(T') = 1 for some S' z> S, T' => T (^(S') = 2 in case S' = T') 
b) card (S n T) ^ 1 and ^(U) ^ 1 for some U => S u T 
c) card (S n T) = 2 and @(U) = 1 & @(V) = 1 for some U^SuT, V => S n T. 
If both st and J1 can be enlarged by some ($ in such a way that st + %> and J ' + 
+ <$ are decomposable into stL < Mt where £ J2/j(S) :g 2, then st < @ according 
S e * 
to (5) and (6). More precisely, supposing st, Sft\ % -> N we write JS 
exists J</;, .£„ ^ : t ^ Fy ! = 1, . . . , fc such that st + <€ = JV,-. £ 





Example 2. Supposing N = {a, b,c,d), st = d{a>c] + 5{b>c] + S{a>d} + <5{M}, 
= u(a.b.c.d) + d'a.b) + <5^^ it holds i < i Indeed, we take ^ = <5{fliM} + 
M ) » ^ 2 = <5 { a c } + "{ad}, @2 = <5 
= O/j, „ ^ , j / 4 = 0 , ^ 4 = u{a,b) 
+ ð{b>c>d} and jзf. = # , ^ . = <5{я>ь c d } 
= ^{Ь.c} + ^ { M } ' 
{a c d } ' 
^ 3 ~{b,c} ' "{b,d}i <*»3 ~~ ^ . c o " } * 
^ = {̂a.b.c} + u{a,b,d} alternatively. 
{a  ~ u{a d] 
 8(n ĥ . Note that we could take 
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Since in case of £ ^ ( S ) ^ 2 the relation stf -< ^ is described, also the strong 
S є * 
M-ordering is characterized. It is really an ordering satisfying (5) —(8). Nevertheless, 




Let P e (P. A binary relation M p for pairs (s4, 0iy where s4 < 08 is defined: 
M%s/ | 0 ) holds iff £ j / ( S ) . L£[S] -= 2 0(S) . /£[S] . 
S<=N S<=JV 
We shall called it the M-relation corresponding to P. 
This relation includes the CIR. Indeed, it follows from (4) that IP(A; B | C) o 
o MP(5AKJC + 5BuC | SAuBuC + <5C) (see also Example 1). Moreover, the situation 
treated in the third section can be described as Mp(5AuD + <5BuD + (5CuD | dAuBuCuD). 
8. AXIOMS OF M-RELATIONS 
Evidently, for all P e <P (we omit the index P hereafter) 
(M.O) if s4 « sd', & as & , s4 < & , then M(s4 \ 0$) o M(s4' \ J") 
(M.l) M(s4\s4) holds for all s4 
(M.2) if s4 < 0& , <€ < B, 
then M(s4 + <€ \ @ + 2) <s> [M(s4 \ 0S) & M(<£ \ 9j] 
Moreover, (M.l) and (M.2) imply: 
(9) if s4 < ® , then M(s4 \ 08) o M(s4 + £ \ 0S + S) for all S 
(10) if s4 <0& , then M(s4 \ ® + <€) => M(s4 \ ®) for all <£ 
(11) if s4+<€<m, then M(s4 \ ®) => M(s4 + <£ \ 0$) 
(12) if s4 < 0§, 08 < <€ , then M(sJ \ <£) o [M(s4 \ 0&) & M(0% \ <£)] 
(13) if s4 < 0$ , VczN such that £ s4(S) = 1 and £ 0§(S) _ 1 
S,ieS S.isS 
for all ieN\V, then M(s4 \ 0$) => M(s4 A V\ @ A V) 
Example 3. Let N = {a, b, c, d) and let us suppose that we got information about 
a CIR (from experts) in form of the following four facts: l({a};{b} \{c,d})„ 
l({c};{d} \{a}), l({c};{d} \{b)), l({a};{b} | 0). We can express them by means 
of M-relation (as in Example 1) and show using (M.2) and (9) (see Example 2) 
that this four facts are equivalent to the single fact: M(d{a>c) + 8{atd) + 5{b>c) + 
+ <>{b,d) | <>{a,b,c,d} + &{a,b} + d{c,d})- We see that the M-relation allows us to joint 
information about structure of a probability measure. 
So, (M.2) and (9) enable us to describe the whole M-relation by a single fact 
M(* | •), Another advantage of the M-relation: the well-known concept of decompos-
able model (see [3]) can be viewed as its special case (we omit details). Moreover, 
the axioms (A.l) —(A.3) of CIRs can be derived from (M.l) and (M.2). Analogously, 
the properties (P.l) — (P. 2) for strictly positive measures can be derived from 
a special property (MP) of M-relations corresponding to strictly positive measures.. 
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•r Г 
But it is not so elegant a's (M.2); we regard it as provisional. 
Let j / o @, <€ <] ^ , J j / (S) = J] #(S) and £ #(S) = J] S(S) 
for a l l* eN . s ' f e S s ' , s S s ' i e S ' s ' i e S 
Let us denote j / * = j / - min ( j / , #) , J * = J1 - min (J>, 0 ) , 
# * = # - min ( j / , #) , £?# = J^ - min (if, ^ ) . 
(MP) If V c N satisfies ( ( J / * + i3>#) A V) < ((01* + <€*) A F) , 
£ ( ( J / # + 2*) A V) (5) = 2 and 
Se<*V 
J (®* + # # ) (S) ^ 1 £ ( J / # + S>#) (S) = 1 for each ieN\V, 
y ;,-c e .vc S,isS S.ieS 
then: 
[ M ( J / | @) &M(<€ | 0 ) ] => M((stf* + <?*) A F | (m + #*) A 7) . 
It can be shown by means of the following statement. Supposing j / < a M and 
£ j / (S) = J £f(5) for all / e N the fact M P ( J / | ^ ) implies ["} PS (A'S )^ ( S ) = 
S.ieS S,ieS ScJV 
PJ Ps(xs)^
(5). Nevertheless, we don't know whether this statement can be con-
C .— AT S<=N 
versed 
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